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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper G denotes a Vilenkin group (i.e., a compact, metrizable, 
O-dimensional, Abelian group) unless the contrary is explicitly stated. Then 
the dual group X of G is a discrete, countable, torsion, Abelian group [2, 
(24.15) and (24.26)]. Vilenkin [7] proved the existence of an increasing sequence 
(X,} of finite subgroups of X such that (i) X,, = (x0>, where x0 is the identity 
character of G; (ii) X,/X,-, is of prime order p, , n = 1,2, 3,...; and (iii) 
x = u,“_, x, . In [4], Onneweer proved several interesting results on the 
absolute convergence of Fourier series defined on G, where G has the property 
that supnpa < 03. In this paper we consider the absolute convergence of 
Fourier series defined on an arbitrary Vilenkin group 6. 
In Section 2 we gather some basic facts about Vilenkin groups and establish 
the notation and terminology to be used throughout the rest of the paper, The 
main result of Section 3 is Theorem 3.1 which is a generalization of the main 
result in Onneweer [4]. We also present several coroliaries of Theorem 3.1 in 
Section 3, including an analogue on G of a well-known result of Sz6sz [6] for 
trigonometric Fourier series. In Section 4 we present some negative results 
for groups G such that supnp, = 03. The main result is Theorem 4.1 which 
can be regarded as a converse of the main result in Onneweer [4], and it provides 
a sharp contrast between groups G with the property that supllp, < co and 
those without this property. In Section 5 we consider the Fourier transforms 
of certain Lipschitz functions defined on G and obtain refinements of our 
analogue and Onneweer’s analogue of Szasz’s theorem. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we establish the notation and terminology to be used in rhe 
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I,et G, X, (X,J, {p,,> and x0 be as in Section I. Define m, =-: 1 and nz, =- 
. . . pn . Then (see, for example, 133) the elements of X can be enumerated as 
x0 , Xl ,...Y Xn ,.a. so that X, = (xi: 0 < i < m,}. Now let G, be the annihilator 
OfX,, that is, let 
G, = {x E G: x,(x) :- 1 for 0 < i < m,}. 
It follows that G = G, r) G, r> G, 3 ..., fi,TSo G, = (01, and the subgroups G, 
form a basis for the ncighbourhoods of the zero element in G. 
For any number p such that 1 < p < 03, we denote the conjugate of p by p’, 
so that I/p f Ii” =--. 1. We shall use the symbol C to denote a constant, which 
may assume different values in different formulas. 
Let h denote the normalized I-Iaar measure on G. Forf in L,(G), the Fourier 
series off is the series 
where 
For the partial sums of S[f] we have the formula 
i; I 
~+,f) r 2 fen) x,n(X) :-- jG.f(s - t) n,(t) d(t), 
n- 0 
where Dn(f) -: x.5;I.i xJt). l>,(t) 1s called the Dirichlet kernel of order k. We 
have, by Vilenkin [7, Sect. 2.21, that 
WC also have 
D,,,“(X) :- 0 if .x+G,, 
(2.1) 
:- M, if XEG,,. 
i D,(t) d;\(t) = 1, n = 0, 1) 2 ,... . (2.2) -G 
It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that 
A(G,,) = 1 :'m, , 
, I),, ‘,I, : (m,)“P for 1 ,< p < x. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
It is easy to see that 
Qni * %, = JL, = &rk.+, * 4nr * (2.5) 
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The following definitions will facilitate our subsequent discussion. 
DEFIMTIO~\; 2.1 15, p. 267). A Vilenkin group G is said to have Property (P) 
if supSp, < 00. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If I <p < co and if k is any nonnegative integer, then 
the integrated modulus of continuity of order k for J E L,(G) is 
w,(f, k) = sup(ll T,f - J/I, : :v E G,.), 
where T, f (x) = f(x + y). 
For 0 < 01 < 1, 1 < p < co, and G a Vilenkin group with Property (P), 
Onneweer [4, p. 6801 defined Lip(a, p) to be the space of allJ in E,(G) such that 
W,(f> R) = o(m;a). IV e now introduce two similar spaces for an arbitrary 
Vilenkin group. 
DEFEN~TION 2.3. If G is a Vilenkin group and 0 < Y < 1, 1 <<p < 33, 
then we define 
Lip(ol, p, G) = (MEL,: w,(f, k) = G((FQ~):, 
-Yip(a,p, G) = lf~&,(G): +(f, k) = G((m~,_i)-~)>. 
We shall write Lip(a,p) (respectively S?ip(o~,p)) instead of Lip(a, p, G) 
(respectively Tip(a, p, G)) when no danger of confusion can arise. 
Remark 2.4. It is clear that %p(ol,p, G) C Lip(a,p, G) for all Vilenkin 
groups G, but the two spaces need not be the same (see Remark 5.9). Iiowever, 
we obviously have Lip(ol, p, G) = Zip(a, p, 6) if G has Property (P), and we 
shall use the notation Lip(z,p, G) in this case. 
Finally, for ,B > 0 we shall denote the set of all f in L,(G) for which 
Z;==, IfW < ~0 by 4P> G) ( or simply A(@ when the underlying group G 
is understood). 
3. RESCLTS FOR GENERAL \‘ILE~IK GROUFS 
In this section we prove some results for arbitrary- lsTilenkin groups 6. ‘I’ht;se 
results generalize the corresponding results in Onneweer [4] where only groups 
with Property (P) are considered. We find it convenient to use the notation 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 < p < 2 and0 -=c P <pp’. 1f.f ELI(G) and 
thenffz A@). 
Proof. By the Hausdorff-Young inequality, we have for each k 2 0, 
Thus, by H6lder’s inequality, we have 
Hence 
k=O 
< c f (mk+l)(p’-6”p’(/l A, *filfl)’ < 00, 
k=O 
and so f E A@). 
LEMMA 3.2. If 1 < p < co and iff EL,(G), thm 
II Dm, *f - fll, G wd.6 4 
for h = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Proof, By (2.2) we have 
(3.1) 
DmE *f(x) -f(x) = s (fb - Y) -f(4) %,(Y) PA. 
G 
Therefore, by Minkowski’s inequality for integrals [I, Theorem 2021, we have 
II D,, *f-fit, < j” \j” G G f(x - Y) -.f(+ dW\l’p I &&‘)I WY) 
=s G/, II T-J -fit, I Qn,(r>l WY), 
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and so inequality (3.1) follows immediately from formulas (2.1), (2.3), and the 
definition of w,(f, A). 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and 
the preceding lemma. 
CORQLLARY 3.3. Let 1 < p < 2 and let 0 < /3 < p’. Iff EL,(G) md 
then f E A(@. 
The following corollary is now obvious, and it is singled out here for Later 
reference and comparison. 
COROLEARY 3.4 [4, Theorem 11. Let G be a V&&in group with Pmperty (P)> 
andletl <p<2,0</3<p’.Iff~L,(G)and 
If we take /I = 1 in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.5. For 1 < p < 2, zue have (i) ;f j’ E L,(G) anti 
CL, (m,,WP II A, *f l/g < 00, then f E A(l); and (ii) if f EL,(G) and 
CT”=, (m,.#’ w,(f, k) < cx), then f~ A(1). 
The next corollary is our analogue on G of a well-known result of Szasz ilrj] 
for trigonometric Fourier series. If G has Property (P), then our result becomes 
Onneweer’s analogue (See [4, Corollary 21) of Szasz’s theorem. The proof is 
similar to that of Onneweer’s and we shall omit it. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 0 < a: < 1, 1 < p < 2. Then $Pip(a, p) C A(p) for au 
B > p/(o!p i p - 1). 
If we take p = 1 in the preceding corollary we obtain 
~OKOLLARY 3.7. Let 1 <p < 2 and 1 < cxp < 23. Then 2ip(a,p) c A(!). 
The inequality given in the next theorem was pointed out to us by Professor 
C. Watari. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let 1 <p < q < co, 0 < ,G’ < co, andf ELI(G). Then we have 
PYOQJ :Define s by I/q = l/p + l/s - I. By Eq. (2.5), Young’s inequality 
[2, (20.18)] and Eq. (2.4), we have 
from which the, theorem follows readily. 
Remark 3.9 (C. Watari). The preceding theorem shows that if we consider 
only ,6 < 2 in Theorem 3.1, then the special case p = 2 actually subsumes all 
the other cases. and the hypothesis for p, = 2 is the least stringent. See [8] for 
a similar observation. 
In view of the above remark, the following simple example is of interest. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let 1 <pa < 2. Choose a positive number E such that 
l/p,, - l/2 - E > 0 and define f on G by 
f = f (mn+J-(1'2+E) Xm,.
?L=O 
Then At, * f = (mk+l 
l/d. fjl Itfollowst~t 
(1/2+E)~n17z and hence jl A, * f jj2 = (mk+&(lP+~) = 
7, * 90 * 
i. (m7c+Pzl!4 *fl~z -c j. (wP'I/ A, *fi!,, = co. 
Thus if we apply Theorem 3.1 with p = 2 (and ,6 = l), we can conclude that 
f E A( 1). But we cannot draw the same conclusion by applying the same theorem 
with,p = p, (and ,6 = 1). 
4. VILENKIN GROUPS WITHOUT PROPERTY (P) 
4s noted in Corollary 3.4, if the Vilenkin group G has Property (P), then the 
number mk+i in Corollary 3.3 can be replaced by m, to obtain Theorem 1 in 
Qnneweer [4]. Theorem 4.1 below shows that Onneweer’s theorem holds only 
if G has Property (P). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a Vilenkingroup without Property (P). Let ! <p < 2 
ad 0 < /3 < p’. Then there exists a function f E L,(G) such that 
go (wzk)(-)@‘(cop(f, k))B < GO, (4.j ) 
butj” 6 A@). 
Proof. Since {p,] is unbounded, it has a subsequence (pn& such thut 
n(1) = 1, %LhJ e P&+1) for k>l. (4.2) 
Sow define Ri , j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., by 
where n(Q) is defined to be 0. 
It follows from formula (2.4) that 
Xext we define f on G by 
and note that 
< 2 f (wzn(j))--l’~+l~~ 
j=l 
<Co (since /3 < p’). 
Hence S E L,(G). 
We now verify that 
4.L 4 < C(m,(,+,))l’P’-l’a for z(j) .< k < ~(j T I). (4.4) 
First we note that if y E Gk with n(j) < k < n( j + l), then for 0 < i < j we 
have x + y E G,(,) if and only if x E Gnci) . It follows that 
Ij T,R, - Ri jjp = 0 for i = 0, l,.“.,j. 
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Thus if n(j) < k < n(j + 1) and y E GFc , then 
G f (*n(i)F1’B(li T& /ID + !I 4 II,) 
i=j+1 
< 4 f (m&))-l’fi+l’P’ (by (4.3)) 
and inequality (4.4) follows (see Definition 2.2). 
Next we verify that f satisfies inequality (4.1). 
K <n(j+ l)wehave 
*k 1 ---z 














= z. kzc,, (mk)‘P’-B)‘p’(W9(f~ ‘))’ 
m n(j+1)-1 




<Co (since /3 < p’). 
Finally, we observe that 
for m,(j-l) < k < *,cj) . 
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Hence we have (recall that n(0) = 0 and m, = 1) 
and so j $ A(P). 
Qnneweer [4, Corollary l] showed that if 6 has Property (P), 1 < p < 2, and 
if j E L,(G) such that CT=, (m&l/~ w,(j, K) < co, then f E A(1). For Vilenkin 
groups without Property (P), we have the following corollary (see Corollary 3,5 
for a positive result). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a Vilenkin group without Property (P) and let 
1 < p < 2. Then there exists f E L,(G) such that CF=‘=, (m,)liP wp(f, k) < a, but 
“f+ 41). 
5. THE FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF Lip (a,~) FUNCTIONS 
This section is motivated by the following question: Can the space Zip(a, p’; 
in Corollary 3.6 be replaced by Lip(ol, p) ? The following definition will facilitate 
our discussion. 
DEFINITIOP; 5.1. A Vilenkin group G is said to have Property (S) if it 
satisfies the condition: For 0 < u < 1 and 1 ,< p ,< 2, we have Lip(a,p, G) C 
-g&I, G) for all /3 > p/(ap + p - I). We shall say that G has Property (,!?) if for 
0 < a: < I and 1 < p < 2, p’ is the smallest number such that Lip(ol, p, G) C 
JP’, G). 
From the proof of Theorem 2 in Onneweer [4], we see that if 1 < p < 2 and 
0 < a: < 1, then Lip(ol, p, G) $ A(p/(@ + p - I), 6) for all Vilenkin groups 
G. Thus the Fourier transforms of the functions in Lip(ol,p, G) behave in the 
‘<best possible” way if G has Property (S), and they behave in the “worst 
possible” way if G has Property (S) (’ m view of the Hausdorf-F-Young Theorem). 
In Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 we characterize the Properties (S) and (s) in terms of 
the sequence (mn}. Onneweer’s analogue of Szasz’s theorem says that if G has 
Property (P), then it has Property (S). I n view of the results proved in Section 4, 
one might be tempted to conclude that the converse of Onneweer’s result is also 
true. This, however, is not the case, nor is it true that every Vilenkin group has 
Property (S), as Examples 5.6 and 5.7 show. 
We begin with two simple lemmas. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let 0 < 01 < 1 and 1 < p < 2. Let G ,be a Vilenkin group such 
that there exist u > I and a positive integer N satisfying 
m n+l d hJ” for all n > N. 
Then Lip(or, p) C A(y) for all y > up/(czp + op - c). 
Proof. Put 
and note that /I < p’. Now let f E Lip(a, p). For y > p we have 
< C + C f (mk+l)l-YiP’(mk+l)-~v/O 
6=N 
since 1 - y/p’ - ~ly/a = 1 - y/p < 0). 
H rice by (Iorol~r,“; 3 j(~.&). e , . > 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a Vilenkin group such that there exists o > 1 satisfying 
(m,Y < m,+, 
for inj&iteZy many n’s. Then for 0 < 01 < 1 and 1 ,( p < 2, we have Lip(a, 9) @ 
A(B), where P = uP/(cfP f UP - c) E (P/(aP + P - I), p’). 
Proof. Let {m,x(j,) be a subsequence of {m,> such that (rn,(,,-$ < rn,($) for 
j = 1) 2, 3,. ..) and define a function f on G by 
f(x) = gl (m,(j))-l’O(Dm,(j,(x) - %+&N~ 
We have (see inequality (4.4)) 
w,(f, k) < C(m,(~+dl’p’-lia for n(j) < k < n(j + 1). 
Hence, for n(j) < k < n(j + I), we have 
wg(f, k) < C(m (’ n3+1) 1 _ )o(ll*‘-l/B) 
< C(mk)o(l/~'-l/~) 
= C(m,)-e, 
and so f E Lip(a, p). 
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It is easy to see that 
Therefore Lip(ci, p) q A@). 
THEOREM 5.4. A Vilenkin group G has Property (S) if and only ~7 (m,i 
satis$es the foUoz&ng condition: For every CT > 1, there exists a positive integer 
N(o) such that m n+l < (m,~for aZE n >, N(o). 
Proof. Suppose that G satisfies the stated conditilon. Let 0 < a < I and 
I < p < 2. Suppose /3 > p&up + p - I). We have to show that Lip(ol, p) C 
A(p). We may suppose (by the Hausdorff-Young Theorem) that ,i3 < p’. Now 
choose &, such that 
and define 
PKEP + P - 1) < PO < B < P’ 
@OP 
u” = l/B, ” l/P’ = P + PO - POP ’ 
Xote that o0 > 0 and 
p, = %P 
EP + flop - 0,. 
By hypothesis, there exists a positive integer N(u,) such that 
Hence, by Lemma 5.2, Lip(ol, p) C A(r) f or all y > ,Bo , In particular, Lip(a, p) ~C 
A(p). Thus G has Property (S). 
The converse follows from Lemma 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.5. A Vilenkin group G has Property (3) $ and only $ cm,) 
satis-es the following condition: For every u > 1, u)e have (m,y < m,+l JOY 
ir&itely mafly n’s. 
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Proof. Suppose that G satisfies the stated condition. Let 0 < LY < 1 and 
1 < p < 2. We wish to show that Lip(ol,p) Q A(@ for all ,6 < p’. We may 
suppose that j3 > p/(ap + p - 1). Now define 
and note that (T > 1 and 
/3= @ 
alp + up - (3 * 
It follows from Lemma 5.3 that Lip(ol, p) Q A(p). 
The converse follows from Lemma 5.2 and the fact that if 0 < c1 < 1, 
1 < p < 2 and (T > 1, then up/(@ + a@ - u) < p’. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. We now give a concrete example of a Vilenkin group G 
having Property (S) but not Property (P). 
Let qlz (n = 1,2, 3,...) d enote the nth prime. We define a sequence {nR} of 
positive integers as follows. First choose n, such that 
Now suppose that n, ,..., nk-r have been chosen, we then choose nk such that 
(ec+lP1 < (4J1 ... (47x”. 
Put S(R) = nL + .*. + n, for K = 1,2, 3,... . Now define a sequence {p,J of 
primes by 
Pn = 91 if l<n.<n, 
= 4k if s(A - 1) < n < S(k), k 2 2. 
Clearly, {p,] is unbounded. We claim that for each (T > 1, there exists a positive 
integer N(o) such that 
mnil < (mn) for all n > N(o), 
where m, =p, .‘.p,. 
Let Q > 1. Choose K such that I/q, < D - 1, and put N(o) = S(k). Thus if 
n > N(o), then S(j) < n -j- 1 < S(j + 1) for some j > K. Hence 
P n+1 = %-kl f 
VILENKIN-FOURIER SERIES 
and so we have 
k%)” = %( p, *. * pay 
> rn,(Pl ... pap 
= m,((qJ’ . ‘. (qj)oj(qj+l)n-S(j))l!nk 
= m,((q,)~l . . . (qj)“y%l 
> %&+1 - %LP?L+1 = %fl . 
Finally, we define G = nz=‘=, Z(p,) and note that G is a Vilenkin group 
without Property (P), but it has Property (S) by Theorem 5.4. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. We now give a concrete example of a Vilenkin group G 
having Property (s). 
Choose a sequence (p,} of primes such that 
(Pl ..’ Pr? < Pl ... P?LP,+, 
for n = 1, 2, 3,... ~ Then the group G = nz=i Z(p,) has Property (S), by 
Theorem 5.5. 
Remark 5.8. In view of the above examples, one may ask whether there is a 
Vilenkin group G having a property which is “between” Properties (S) and (s). 
More precisely, let 01 and p be given numbers with 0 < 01 < 1 and 1 < p < 2, 
and let y be any number such that p/(~p + p - 1) < y < p’, is there a Vilenkin 
group G such that Lip(ol, p, G) C A@, G) if and only if y < ,6 ? The answer 
is “yes,” but we will not pursue this matter further here. 
Remark 5.9. In view of Corollary 3.6, it is clear that pip(a,p, G) g 
Lip(ar,p, G) for all Vilenkin groups G without Property (S), and 0 < cl < 1, 
I<p<2. 
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